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Announcing a Full-Featured, 800 ANSI Lumen, 2.6 kg. Portable 3-Panel XGA LCD Data/Video 
Projector.  

EIKI introduces a small projector breakthrough ... a 3-panel XGA LCD projector with a footprint smaller than a 
letter sized sheet of paper: the LC-XM1 MINI PROJECTOR. 

Only 7.5 inches wide wide and a mere 3 inches thick, the LC-XM1 fits comfortably in your hand, and carries like 
a book. And, at less than 6 pounds in weight it's EIKI's lightest projector ... in fact, it's lighter than some 
notebook computers. You can take it just about anywhere. 

No lightweight when it comes to performance, the LC-XM1 delivers images with a room-filling 800 ANSI 
Lumens brightness ... bright enough for small groups in normal room lighting or large groups in subdued 
lighting ... at up to a 200 inch diagonal picture. 

More than just bright, the LC-XM1 projects at a remarkable 90% uniformity and 300:1 contrast ratio, in real 
1024 x 768 pixel resolution, with rich, saturated 3-panel LCD color. Plus, there's an audio system on board, and 
a whisper quiet (39 dBA) fan. 

In addition to its native XGA resolution, the LC-XM1's smart image scaling technology makes it compatible with 
input at SXGA, SVGA, VGA, and MAC computer resolutions, and Normal and Widescreen video in most major 
standards including HDTV as well. 

The LC-XM1 comes equipped-with a host of features to make set-up a breeze, including digital keystone 
correction, manual zoom and focus, a wireless remote control, an on-screen menu system, and automatic 
signal synchronization. 

Presentation power is in the palm of your hand with the LC-XM1, with features like Freeze and NoShow 
functions, and a Digital Zoom that magnifies the image ... not the pixels ... all on the wireless remote control. 
Even a carrying case is included.   
 


